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Pictoplasma Berlin 2024 is a dynamic platform calling for animation submissions for its renowned "Characters In

Motion" international screenings. This global showcase, centered around character-driven visuals and narratives,

invites creators from every corner of the world to participate. The event spotlights high-grade characters brought to

life through animation, narration, music visuals, experimental work, and motion graphics. As a premier destination

for character design and art enthusiasts, Pictoplasma Berlin 2024 offers a unique opportunity for artists and

creatives to share their innovative character-driven creations with a diverse and global audience.

This creative extravaganza transcends geographical boundaries, offering a stage for emerging and established

artists to captivate audiences with their character-centric creations. Whether you’re a seasoned animator, a

visionary storyteller, or an experimental artist pushing the boundaries of motion graphics, Pictoplasma Berlin 2024

welcomes your imaginative contributions. It’s a celebration of artistic diversity, where unique characters come to life

on screen, enchanting viewers with their stories and visual charm.

Moreover, Pictoplasma Berlin 2024 is more than just a festival; it’s a vibrant hub for the exchange of ideas,

collaboration, and the exploration of new visual frontiers. By participating in this event, artists not only gain

exposure for their work but also become part of a global movement that advances the dialogue on contemporary

character design and art. Join the ranks of creative visionaries from around the world, and make your mark in the

ever-evolving realm of character-driven visuals at Pictoplasma Berlin 2024.

There is no entry fee.

Eligibility

Open to high-grade characters in animation, narration, music visuals, experimental work, or motion graphics from

any part of the world

Prize

Winning submissions at Pictoplasma Berlin 2024 will enjoy the distinction of being prominently featured in the

https://graphiccompetitions.com/multiple-disciplines
https://graphiccompetitions.com/


festival program, offering artists invaluable exposure to a global audience of art enthusiasts and industry

professionals, as well as the opportunity for recognition and potential future collaborations within the world of

contemporary character design and art.
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